
Creating new value through cross-industry data sharing, by combining telco and bank data
to demonstrate how scams can be prevented. A technology trial showed that 72% of scams
were detected by the solution.
Confidently engaging with key enterprise customers, securing $0.5m of joint customer
funding from a major bank to trial the products.
Applying human-centred design principles to create customer focused solutions. The
solution ensures that there is a human-in-the-loop, proactively reaching out to customers
to prevent unintended customer experiences.
Leading a multi-disciplinary team, to deliver technical, legal, governance and commercial
outcomes.
Analysing global technology trends to develop a growth oriented, multi-year product
roadmap.

Australians lost over $2B to scams in 2021. Telstra has powerful, first party data that is
uniquely positioned to combat this. I  am leading the development of 3 innovative products
that wil l  protect Australians from fraud, crime and misconduct. My work involves:
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I  am a passionate technologist. What drives me is leveraging emerging technologies to create  
innovative products that drive growth.

My strengths l ie in combining deep technical knowledge with strong business acumen, allowing
me to engage with a diverse range of stakeholders.

I enjoy leading teams, public speaking, driving forward technology strategy, and getting my
hands dirty building AI solutions.

My website contains a wide variety of video demonstrations, blog posts and other information
about me- visit www.LucaStamatescu.com to learn more.

Product Owner of T Protect (AI & Data Fraud Solutions) - Telstra January 2022 – present

Developed an algorithm that distributed AI intell igently across Telstra's 5G network. By
leveraging edge computing environments, I  was able to reduce the computing costs and
network consumption of our AI video analytics solution by up to 50x.
Created Big Data pipelines that processed 40TBs of data daily, to build a complex geo-
spatial algorithm for analysing movement patterns, enabling new IoT solutions.
Defined standards for ethical AI development to support Telstra's Data & AI Governance
processes. These standards have successfully detected biased models, preventing them
from being used in production.

Whilst others are exploring what we can do today with AI, I  look to the future to understand
what the next “game-changing” AI technologies wil l  be. By leading a team of data scientists, I
de-risked these emerging technologies through proof of concepts, guiding Telstra’s AI strategy
and technology decisions. I accelerated the adoption of new techniques into product
roadmaps to drive competitive differentiation, growth and cost savings.

Data Science Manager (AI Emerging Technologies) - Telstra Labs June 2021 – January 2022



AI disciplines: Computer Vision, Time Series Classification, Predictive modell ing, Natural
Language Processing, Reinforcement learning

Algorithms: deep learning computer vision models (Faster-RCNN, Mask-RCNN, SSDs, YOLO),
supervised regression and classification techniques (random forest, SVM), unsupervised
learning (K-nearest neighbours), time series analysis (ARIMA)

Languages:      Python,       R,      Java,     Scala,      HTML,     CSS

Libraries:       Keras,      Tensorflow,      Pytorch

Big Data:         Apache Spark,       Hadoop,       HBase

Packages:      numpy,      scipy,        scikit learn,      OpenCV, NLTK, pandas

Visualisation:       Power BI,      seaborn,      plotly,      f lask, matplotlib

Cloud & CICD:       Azure,      JIRA,      Confluence,      Bitbucket

Incubated computer vision technologies, leading to the creation of the Telstra Smart Video
product, driving growth in the P&T IoT portfolio.

I led Telstra's research into emerging technologies relating to AI, as the Telstra-wide subject
matter expert. I  worked with Product Owners and senior executives across the business to
influence technology decisions and incubate new capabilit ies that drove differentiation and
growth.

- Pipe organ and jazz piano

- Building and flying drones

- 3D printing

- Virtual Reality

E D U C A T I O N S O F T  S K I L L S H O B B I E S

Master of Data Science

Monash University

Awarded with High Distinction

R E F E R E N C E S

Available upon request.

E X P E R I E N C E C ON T .

T E C H N I C A L  S K I L L S

Senior Data Scientist (Artificial Intelligence SME) - Telstra Labs August 2017 – June 2021

Bachelor of Process Engineering

Monash University

First Class Honours

- Leading teams

- Agile methodology

- Confident public speaker

- Strategy development

- Budget management

- Consulting

Rearchitected a monolithic application into a set of serverless microservices in Azure. This
led to a 83% reduction of support tickets relating to server issues.

I created a set of cloud native APIs, to support the needs of a growing business. The
automations I developed led to a 60% reduction in OPEX relating to administration, whilst
improving the accuracy of payroll ,  shift scheduling and client communications.

Full Stack Developer- Individual Consultant May 2019 – June 2021


